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Cubicle Mounted

Desk Mounted 

Split Screen

Modesty
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1) Use allen wrench provided to loosen top 

screw and open bracket wide.  Standard 

brackets fit panels from 1.5” to 2.75” thick. 

Large brackets fit panels from 2.75” to 3.75” 

thick

2) Measure a hands with in from the edge of 

the panels, set bracket, and close tight with 

hand pressure. Tighten top screw with allen 

wrench.

3) Slide screen into upper channel (make sure 

the set screws are backed out enough to allow 

screen to slide all the way down) and tighten 

set screws.

For added stability we provide a straight 

alignment clip for every two screens 

purchased. Clamp over top of side by side 

panels for added stability. If you need a 2 way, 

3 way, or 4 way alignment clip, you can order 

them on page 16.

STRAIGHT CONNECTOR

CUBICLE MOUNTED INSTALLATION
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1) Slide bracket around end of work surface 

about a hands width in from edge. You 

can locate these anywhere along the edge 

where there is no impediment and tighten 

thumb screw.

In the standard shipped position, the bracket 

will work on desks from ¾” to 1.5” thick. If 

your desk tops are thicker you can adjust the 

brackets to fit tops up to 2.5” thick following 

these steps:

2) Undo two screws on side of bracket (need 

a larger allen wrench that is not provided). 

Remove the thumbscrew, flip lower bracket 

upside down, re-install the lower bracket 

and the thumbscrew.

3) Slide panel into upper channel and tighten 

set screw. 

Brackets are designed to allow installation 

above the desk or off the front edge. Unless 

noted on the P.O., brackets ship set up for 

above edge installation.

OFF EDGE INSTALLATION 

For off edge installation, follow these steps:

1) Remove top screw and install upper 

channel on front bracket using screw 

provided.  

Cover top hole with silver stick on cap 

provided.

DESK MOUNTED INSTALLATION
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1) Lay screen flat on desk at area of install.

2) Set desk mounts to line up with edges 

of panel and clamp to desk.

3) Slide screen into channels at desired 

height and tighten set screw.

SPLIT SCREEN INSTALLATION
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1) Check thickness of work surface vs length 

of wood screw to ensure screw does not go 

through.

2) Set u-channels 6” in from edge of desk 

and use wood screw to attach to bottom of 

desk. U-channels can be installed at the front 

edge for flush mount or set back for recessed 

modesty panels.

3) Slide panel into channels and tighten set 

screws.

MODESTY PANEL INSTALLATION
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1) Refer to the drawing included with your 

tackboard to determine how far apart your hole 

locations should be.

  

2) Pre drill the hole locations to determine if there 

is a wall stud at either location.

 

3) Make sure the holes are level.

 

If there is a stud, there is no need to use the 

anchors and you can skip to step 6

4) Screw in the white anchors at both hole 

locations.

 

5) Screw the metal anchors screws into the 

anchors (or wall directly if there is a stud), leaving 

approximately 1/8” showing.

 

6) Hang the tackboard on the screws and pull 

down slightly to level the board.  The wall 

screw heads should sink into the backing of the 

tackboard to provide a secure mount.

 

7)  The tackboard can be adjusted if your screws 

are not perfectly aligned.

TACKBOARD INSTALLATION
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